In 2017, IEEE is going to bring out a new publication named IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computational Intelligence (TETCI). TETCI will publish original articles on emerging aspects of computational intelligence, including theories, applications, and surveys. This Transactions is sponsored by the IEEE Computational Intelligence Society and technically co-sponsored by the IEEE Computer Society. TETCI is an electronic only publication. The first issue will be published in February 2017.

**TETCI welcomes manuscripts in any emerging topic in computational intelligence, including but not limited to:**

- artificial life
- ambient intelligence
- brain computer interface
- computational neuroscience
- glial cell networks
- advanced linguistic computation
- cultural learning
- artificial endocrine networks
- social reasoning
- artificial hormone networks
- computational intelligence for IoT
- computational intelligence for Self-X and Smart-X technologies

For submission and other information, please visit TETCI website at: http://cis.ieee.org/ieee-transactions-on-emerging-topics-in-computational-intelligence.html